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Delivering comprehensive training of key food safety concepts,  SERVSAFE COURSEBOOK  is the

ideal solution for the academic setting, multiple-day training or individuals in need of more extensive

food safety training. The content in ServSafe Coursebook goes beyond the principles found in

ServSafe Manager Book (formerly Essentials) and adds greater depth and breadth of food safety

practices by featuring expanded sections on food defense, high-risk populations, active managerial

control, and crisis management. Based on a new job task analysis revised exclusively for the Sixth

Edition, the book reflects the latest updates from the 2011 Supplement to the 2009 FDA Food Code,

new science-based and industry best practices and prepares students for the ServSafe Food

Protection Manager Certification Exam.
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I was scared to order the book because a few people said that the book didn't come with the answer

sheet. I needed the answer sheet to take the exam. The book itself came wrapped in plastic and the

answer sheet was folded behind the cover page. So as long as there's a plastic wrap around the

book, which indicates that it's new,there should be an answer sheet included. Delivery was fast. It

came in 2 days with  Prime.

I purchased the book because at the last minute I needed the test sheet. When, in five years, I need

to take the test again I will not purchase the book but use the online resources I found when I looked



up "ServSafe." I paid for one of the online classes and three of the questions on the assessment

were referenced from the online class I took. There are also very helpful apps. My only e

commendation is to order the test sheet early so that you don't have to pay for the book to get it.

Maybe soon the book will be on line or the school will sell the test sheets without the book!

The book was very helpful in preparing for the exam. The test answer sheet was folded and

attached inside the front cover which is where I left it until the day of the exam. I was able to pass

the exam the first time with flying colors.

The book was easy to read. It had practice test questions in it which helped prepare us for the

actual test.

I would recommend to anyone. This book actually came with the answer sheet for the servsafe test

at the end of the class that everyone should definitely take! I had a hard time finding a book with the

answer sheet and finally found this one. I was very happy with the book coming in new condition

and would buy from this seller again.

The online test voucher is not included. I see many others didn't have theirs included as well unlike

advertised. The book is now currently out of date as of May 2014. Watch for a newer version that

actually has the advertised voucher for the exam.

My book contained the Online Test Voucher but NOT the On Line Lab Access Code required for my

class ( Another $58 charge).I have purchased twice and still not right.

I needed this book to re-certify for ServSafe. It was easy to read and study from. It sample questions

and the end of each chapter and very good glossary. It did not have the scantron(which I did not

need because I already had one).
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